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Theme: Relationships  
Term: Summer 
Year group: 6 

Whole school launch event: 

 Whole school launch assembly based on being a good friend. 

 Discussing what it means to be a good friend and what qualities good friends 
have. 

 Children go back to class and set themselves a goal ‘Be the friend you want to 
have.’ 

 Children to draw/write about what qualities and skills they will need to be a great 
friend to someone. 

 Create a whole school display. 

Whole school end event: 

 Throughout the unit, celebrate friends and kindness through an appreciation 
board in classrooms and in staffrooms.  

 Have a secret spotter who looks out for people being kind, these people (staff and 
adults) are celebrated in assembly. 

 Whole school to come together at the end of the theme to discuss good friends 
and good friendships 

Links to national guidance: 

 A1: that families are important for children growing up because they can give love, 
security and stability.  

 A2: the characteristics of healthy family life, commitment to each other, including 
in times of difficulty, protection and care for children and other family members, 
the importance of spending time together and sharing each other’s lives.  

 A3: that others’ families, either in school or in the wider world, sometimes look 
different from their family, but that they should respect those differences and 
know that other children’s families are also characterised by love and care  

 A4: that stable, caring relationships, which may be of different types, are at the 
heart of happy families, and are important for children’s security as they grow up. 

 A5: that marriage represents a formal and legally recognised commitment of two 
people to each other which is intended to be lifelong.  

 A6: how to recognise if family relationships are making them feel unhappy or 
unsafe, and how to seek help or advice from others if needed.B1: how important 
friendships are in making us feel happy and secure, and how people choose and 
make friends.  

 B2: the characteristics of friendships, including mutual respect, truthfulness, 
trustworthiness, loyalty, kindness, generosity, trust, sharing interests and 
experiences and support with problems and difficulties.  

 B3: that healthy friendships are positive and welcoming towards others, and do 
not make others feel lonely or excluded.  

Key words: 

 Qualities 

 Puberty 

 Emotional behaviour 

 Relationships 

 Physical behaviour 

 Positive communication 

 Negative communication 

 Positive friendships 

 Negative friendships  

 Relationship 

 Positive and negative relationship  

 Personal information 

 Communication  

 Wet dream 

 Erection  

 Period 

 Physical changes 

 Emotional changes  
Sexual intercourse lesson (parents can 
withdraw from this lesson: 

 Sexual intercourse 

 Sperm 

 Egg 

External links and links to themed weeks: 

 World Red Cross Day  

 Child Safety Week 

 Oxfam Water Week 
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 B4: that most friendships have ups and downs, and that these can often be 
worked through so that the friendship is repaired or even strengthened, and that 
resorting to violence is never right.  

 B5: how to recognise who to trust and who not to trust, how to judge when a 
friendship is making them feel unhappy or uncomfortable, managing conflict, how 
to manage these situations and how to seek help or advice from others, if needed. 

 C1: the importance of respecting others, even when they are very different from 
them (for example, physically, in character, personality or backgrounds), or make 
different choices or have different preferences or beliefs. 

 C3: the conventions of courtesy and manners. 

 C4: the importance of self-respect and how this links to their own happiness. 

 C5: that in school and in wider society they can expect to be treated with respect 
by others, and that in turn they should show due respect to others, including 
those in positions of authority 

 C8: the importance of permission-seeking and giving in relationships with friends, 
peers and adults 

 D1: that people sometimes behave differently online, including by pretending to 
be someone they are not.  

 D2: that the same principles apply to online relationships as to face-to-face 
relationships, including the importance of respect for others online including 
when we are anonymous.  

 D3: the rules and principles for keeping safe online, how to recognise risks, 
harmful content and contact, and how to report them.  

 D4: how to critically consider their online friendships and sources of information 
including awareness of the risks associated with people they have never met. 

 L1: how to make a clear and efficient call to emergency services if necessary. 

 L2: concepts of basic first-aid, for example dealing with common injuries, including 
head injuries. 

 E1: what sorts of boundaries are appropriate in friendships with peers and others 
(including in a digital context). 

 E2: about the concept of privacy and the implications of it for both children and 
adults; including that it is not always right to keep secrets if they relate to being 
safe. 

 E3: that each person’s body belongs to them, and the differences between 
appropriate and inappropriate or unsafe physical, and other, contact. 

 E4: how to respond safely and appropriately to adults they may encounter (in all 
contexts, including online) whom they do not know. 

 Fertilized  

 Embryo 

 embedded  

 Pregnancy  

 Birth 
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 E5: how to recognise and report feelings of being unsafe or feeling bad about any 
adult. 

 E6: how to ask for advice or help for themselves or others, and to keep trying until 
they are heard. 

 E7: how to report concerns or abuse, and the vocabulary and confidence needed 
to do so. 

 E8: where to get advice e.g. family, school and/or other sources. 

 F2: that there is a normal range of emotions (e.g. happiness, sadness, anger, fear, 
surprise, nervousness) and scale of emotions that all humans experience in 
relation to different experiences and situations.  

 F3: how to recognise and talk about their emotions, including having a varied 
vocabulary of words to use when talking about their own and others’ feelings. 

 F9: where and how to seek support (including recognising the triggers for seeking 
support), including whom in school they should speak to if they are worried about 
their own or someone else’s mental wellbeing or ability to control their emotions 
(including issues arising online). 

 K6: the facts and science relating to allergies, immunisation and vaccination. 

 M1: key facts about puberty and the changing adolescent body, particularly from 
age 9 through to age 11, including physical and emotional changes. 

 M2: about menstrual wellbeing including the key facts about the menstrual cycle. 

Links to Ofsted: 
Intent: 
Our school’s PSHE planning is ambitious for all pupils and is coherently planned and 
sequenced to ensure that pupils build on and gain new knowledge and skills as they 
progress through primary school. Our curriculum is broad and balanced to ensure that 
pupils leave primary schools with the knowledge and skills to keep themselves physically 
healthy, mentally healthy and safe. We also aim to equip our pupils with the knowledge, 
skills and attitudes they will need to be active, respectful and engaged citizens of modern 
Britain.  
Implementation: 
Our PSHE curriculum has a wide range of child-centred activities to ensure the learning is 
enjoyable for pupils. The scheme of work is based on the learning descriptors laid out in 
the DfE’s ‘Statutory Relationships, Sex and Health Education guidance’. These learning 
descriptors are outlined at the beginning of each unit of planning to ensure teachers know 
the expected standard of learning that pupils should attain at the end of each unit of work. 
Our scheme of work contains both formative and summative assessment opportunities 
that support teachers to assess PSHE knowledge, and how these are applied within social 

Assembly ideas: 

 Positive relationships 

 Recap of Anti Bullying policy 

 Being a good friend 

 Keeping Safe (NSPCC link) 

 Red Cross assembly 

 Oxfam link 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/relationships-education-relationships-and-sex-education-rse-and-health-education
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and emotional skills development. PSHE is taught as a discrete lesson once a week but also 
forms an integral part of the values and ethos of our school. 
Impact: 
The impact of our PSHE curriculum is measured against the standardised descriptors laid 
out in the DfE’s ‘Statutory Relationships, Sex and Health Education guidance’. These 
descriptors are used as benchmarks for progression. The impact of our PSHE curriculum is 
also seen in the way pupils interact with others, the way in which can keep themselves 
mentally and physically healthy, the respect pupils have for other people and the way in 
which pupils can keep themselves and people around them safe. The impact of PSHE is not 
just seen in academic progress within the subject, it is also seen in the way pupils become 
active, respectful and engaged citizens of modern Britain.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/relationships-education-relationships-and-sex-education-rse-and-health-education
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Lesson: Learning Objective:  Ideas for further 
development/circle time  

1 To identify the qualities 
of a good friend 
 
Links to national 
guidance: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Introduction: 

 After launch assembly all children to return to their class. 

 Teacher to recap message from assembly with the class 

 What does it mean to be a good friend? What is a good friend? How can we be a good friend? 
 
Main: 

 Ask the children to think about what they look for in a friend. Ask the pupils to imagine they are in high 
school surrounded by lots of new people, what would they look for in a new friend? What would the 
need in a friend? How do you want to be remembered in Primary School? 

 Explain to the class that in high school, it is important to choose your friends carefully thinking about 
what you value most in a friendship and what you need from a friend.  

 Hand each child initial assessment template, explain to the class that they must describe their ideal 
friend using this template. Encourage the children to think about what they know about good 
friendships and healthy relationships.  

 All children to complete the initial assessment. Keep as baseline assessment evidence 
 
 
Plenary:  

 Class to come together and share what they write about a good friend. 

 What did you list? Why? Did people write different qualities to you? Why?  

Some of the following may be 
used for circle time activities: 

 Word game 

 If you… 

Resources needed: 

 PowerPoint 

 Initial 
assessment 
template  

Curriculum links:  

 Story about 
friendships 

 Links to story writing 
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External resources 
used: 
 
NA 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Lesson: Learning Objective:  Ideas for further 
development/circle time  

2 
Relationships 
Education 
lesson 1 

To explore positive and 
negative ways of 
communicating in 
relationships 
To understand healthy 
relationships  
Links to national 
guidance: 

 F2, F3, F9 
 
 
 

Introduction: 

 On their own, ask pupils to think about starting secondary school. Ask them to record their ideas in 
each section of the grid Starting secondary school including: the feelings they might experience, 
challenges they might face, opportunities that might arise, questions they might have, as well as 
where they might seek help or advice. 

 As this is a baseline assessment, use neutral, non-guiding language (For example, rather than “Write 
someone’s worries and fears about starting secondary school” say “Write down any feelings or 
questions you think someone may have about starting secondary school”) 

 Avoid giving any further information until the activity has been completed. Then collect their work in 
and return to it at the end of the lesson as a way for pupils to reflect, and to measure progression in 
learning. Keep as assessment 

 Remind pupils of the importance of keeping personal stories private.  

 Explain that transitioning to secondary school is a big life change. Even when someone is feeling 
positive about it, a big change can cause mixed feelings like excitement and worry. In this lesson 
pupils will discuss these kinds of feelings and the reasons behind them, and they’ll ask and answer 
questions about starting secondary school. 

Main: 

 Tell pupils that they may have heard lots about what secondary school is like. Sometimes this 
information is really helpful. But sometimes it’s not, since it might be exaggerated, inaccurate or 
untrue. 

 In small groups or pairs, ask pupils to read the Truth or Myth? cards, and sort them into three piles: 
truth, myth, not sure. 

Some of the following may be 
used for circle time activities: 

 Sit back and relax  

 If I were  

Resources needed: 

 PowerPoint 

 Assessment 
grid 

 Ask Sam 

 Truth and 
myth 

 Teacher 
guidance  

Curriculum links:  

 Story about 
friendship, diary 
entry 
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External resources 
used: 
NSPCC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 When everyone has finished, ask for feedback from different groups, and talk through the teacher’s 
explanations. Make sure that everyone is clear which statements are true and which are not. Does 
anything surprise them? 

 Discuss any statements that need further elaboration, particularly those they are not sure about. 

 In their groups, ask pupils to list where they can get information about secondary school. They can 
include anything they think of. For example, older brothers or sisters, neighbours with secondary-
aged children, teachers, former pupils, online forums, school websites, school open-evenings. Keep 
as evidence 

 Next ask groups to collate a list of sources for the whole class. If necessary, add additional sources of 
your own to create a good-sized list. Discuss the list and ask pupils which sources are likely to be the 
most reliable and helpful. Think together about the reasons why. 

 Finally in pairs or small groups, ask pupils to discuss the scenarios on PP: Where can they can get 
answers? Who would be the best person to speak to? Which would be the best place to get 
information? Use the class list to help with responses. Then ask the groups to feedback and discuss 
their conclusions. 

 In group or pairs, tell pupils that they are going to act as Sam, who gives advice to children starting 
secondary school. Give each group a Dear Sam email, and ask them to give information or reassure 
the writer. To help them get started, they could list all their thoughts of things they could include. 
Their final response will be an email from Sam, which you could collate into a display of advice for 
starting secondary school. (If appropriate, pupils can respond to more than one email). 

 Feedback and discuss each scenario as a class 
Plenary:  

 In an arrangement that suits you, such as a circle, go round and ask each pupil for one thing they 
have learned today. If it helps focus their thinking, use a sentence starter like “One thing I didn’t 
know about secondary school was X but now I know Y” or “If I need help with starting secondary 
school I can ask…”. 
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Lesson: Learning Objective:  Ideas for further 
development/circle time  

3 
Relationships 
Education 
lesson 2 

To recap the male 
and female changes 
that happen during 
puberty 
To understand what 
makes a family and 
who to turn to for 
help and support 
 
Links to national 
guidance: 

 A1, A2, A3, A4, 
A5, M1, M2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Introduction: 

 Explain to the class that today’s lesson we will be recapping what we learned about puberty in year 4 
and 5.  

 Split the class int small groups. Give each group a sheet. Ask the children to write or draw the 
changes that happen during puberty to: boys only, girls only and both boys and girls. Keep as 
assessment 

 Explain the children should write/draw both physical and emotional changes. Take feedback form the 
class and use PP to recap the physical and emotional changes the children would have learned about 
in year 4 and 5. Changes covered in previous years are summarised on slides 20 – 35. Some slides 
might need more recap than others depending on what the children have written/drawn at start of 
the lesson. 

 Give children post it notes. Explain if they have any question, during the lesson they can write in on 
the post it notes. If at the end of the lesson their question has not been answered they can out it in 
the ask it basket. Explain that you may not be able to answer every question. 

Main: 

 Explain to the class today we will be exploring some other changes that happen during puberty. 

 Explain that we have already learned that women have eggs, which are realised from a woman’s 
ovary every month when she begins puberty.  

 Explain that men have sperm, this is stored in a man’s testicles. Show penis anatomy on PP to explain 
the different parts of the male anatomy. The reason boys a penis and testicles is because it provides 
the sperm needed to fertilize a female’s egg. Explain we will learn more about fertilisation in the next 
lesson. 

Some of the following may be 
used for circle time activities: 

 If I were 

 Who am I? 
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Resources needed: 

 PowerPoint 

 Sheets of 
paper  

 During puberty the levels of the hormone testosterone in your body begin to rise. This causes the 
penis and testicles to get bigger and the testicles to produce sperm. The testicles cannot make sperm 
before puberty. 

 Explain that there are two other changes that often happen to boys only during puberty: erections 
and wet dreams. Use the PP to explain these changes to the class. 

 Explain that as we go through puberty, girls will grow breasts and boy’s penis and testicles will grow. 
Use the PP to explain this. 

 Ask the children to think about puberty and also reflect on the questions on slide 42. Have children 
think about these questions to themselves and share with other if they would like to. 

 Display the puberty myth and fact statements on the PP. as a class read each statement and 
determine if it is a myth or fact. Address any misconceptions as a class 

Plenary:  

 Ask the children to think about who they would talk to if they were worried about puberty. Make a 
list of people they could talk to.  

 Explain that there will be people in their family they could talk to. Remind the children that families 
look different to one another, and regardless of what a family looks like their job is to look after you 
and keep you safe – different families same love. Explain if they are ever worried about their family 
life there are people who can help too.  

 Remind the children about the importance of showing respect too all types of families and 
relationships – regardless of difference we must treat everyone with respect.  

 Invite the children to revisit the sheets used in the introduction of the lesson. Ask the children to add 
anything they have learned during the lesson to the sheet. 

 Ask the children to feedback any new information. Keep as assessment 

 Give the pupils a few minutes to record any questions they have about the previous activity. These 
should be completed anonymously and put into the ask-it-basket. Explain that their questions will be 
responded to as soon as possible (you will need time to read the questions and consider how best to 
respond) 

Curriculum links:  

 KS2 Science 
Curriculum  

External resources 
used: 
NA 
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Lesson: Learning Objective:  Ideas for further 
development/circle time  

4 
Relationships 
Education 
lesson 3 
 
This lesson is 
not 
statutory. 
Parents can 
withdraw 
their 
children 
from this 

The understand the 
human reproductive 
system  
 
 
 
 
 
Links to national 
guidance: 
 
 
 
 

Introduction: 

 Explain to the class that in the last lesson we learned about male sperm and recapped what we knew 
about female eggs.  

 Explain that sperm and eggs are very important as they are needed to produce a baby through a 
process called fertilisation. Explain that during this lesson we will be learning about fertilisation.  

 Give children post it notes. Explain if they have any question, during the lesson they can write in on 
the post it notes. If at the end of the lesson their question has not been answered they can out it in 
the ask it basket. Explain that you may not be able to answer every question. 

Main: 
 

 Explain that today’s lesson will focus on adult relationships. Explain that adult relationships during 
the human life cycle are from adult to elder. 

Some of the following may be 
used for circle time activities: 

 If I were 

 What’s wrong with 
the world   
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lesson if they 
so wish.  

Resources needed: 

 PowerPoint 

 Sequencing 
cards  

 Explain to the children that in today’s lesson we will be learning how a baby is conceived. What does 
conceive mean? Explain conceived refers to how a baby is made. Explain e know that a sperm and 
egg is needed to make a baby and today we will learn more about conception.  

 Use the PP to explain human reproduction: 
o A man produces sperm in his testicles. 
o Once a month, the woman’s body releases an egg. 
o In order for the sperm to meet the egg a man and woman will have sexual intercourse. 
o During sexual intercourse, the sperm will enter a woman’s body via her vagina. 
o This sperm then travels through the woman’s body towards the fallopian tube. 
o In the fallopian tube, the sperm may meet with the egg. This is called fertilisation. 
o The fertilised egg will then travel to the uterus. 
o The lining of the uterus will build up to protect the fertilised egg. 
o Remember is the egg was not fertilised, the woman would shed the lining of her uterus (as a 

period) 
o A fertilised egg takes 9 months to grow into a baby. 
o The woman carries the baby inside her womb. 

 Explain to the class that if a man and a woman want to conceive a baby, they have sexual 
intercourse. The man’s penis releases sperm into the woman’s vagina which race to find the 
woman’s egg.  

 The woman’s body releases one egg once a month. The egg only lives for about 12 – 24 hours and 

sperm can live for 5 – 7 days. 

 If a sperm reaches the egg, the egg is fertilised, starting a new life form 

 Explain that over the next 9 months the fertilised egg or embryo will grow and develop inside the 

mother’s womb. 

 Explain the baby is protected inside the womb and receives all it needs from its mum.  

 Split the class into groups. Give each group the human reproduction statements. Ask the pupils to 
sequence the statements in the order they happen. Refer back to PP for answers. Keep as evidence. 

Plenary:  

 Explain to the class that when babies are born they are often given vaccinations. These vaccinations 
are usually injections that help prevent illness and diseases, thus keeping the baby healthy. 

 Give the pupils a few minutes to record any questions they have about the previous activity. These 
should be completed anonymously and put into the ask-it-basket. Explain that their questions will be 
responded to as soon as possible (you will need time to read the questions and consider how best to 
respond)  

Curriculum links:  

 KS2 Science 
Curriculum 

External resources 
used: 
NA 
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Lesson: Learning Objective:  Ideas for further 
development/circle time  

5 To understand how 
beauty is portrayed 
around the world. 
 
Links to national 
guidance: 

- E1, E2, E3, E4, 
E5, E6, E7, E8 

 

Introduction: 

 Introduce ROCK rules to the class. Make sure children know it is a safe environment where any 
questions can either be asked verbally or written on post it’s later in the lesson. 

 Introduce the slogan ‘My Body My Rules’ to the class.  

 Explain that it is very important that we all understand My Body, My Rules because when we have 
understood that, we feel strong enough about making our own decisions about our body. 

 Ask the pupils ‘what does ‘My Body My Rules’ mean to you? Have children discuss in talk partners.  

Some of the following may be 
used for circle time activities: 

  If I were 
Who am I? 
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Resources needed: 

 PowerPoint 
 

PLEASE NOTE: 
Please see footnote at 
the end of lessons in 
relation to these 
lessons. 
Please note it is 
recommended that 
these lessons are 
delivered to boys and 
girls separately.  

 Give pairs A3 paper and ask the pupils to write/draw what my body my rules means to them on the 
A3 paper. Feedback as whole class and display paper around the room. 

Main: 

 Ask the pupils what do you know about rights? Why is it important to know our rights? Take feedback 
as a class.  

 Ask the pupils to discuss in talk partners What is body image? What is a healthy/negative body image? 
How would someone feel/look who has a positive self-image? Again take feedback as a class. 

 Explain that body image is the mental picture you have of your Body. It includes attitudes and feelings 
about how you look & how you think other people see you. People with a healthy body image accept 
bodies come in different shapes and sizes and are comfortable with their own bodies. 

 Where we get our ideas about what is attractive and healthy? Take feedback from each group. 

 Explain that here in the UK, many of us get our examples and ideas from media images. That includes 
the T.V magazines and even toys. Many people do not realise and some just forget that a lot of media 
images are airbrushed or changed. We are seeing people with perfect skin, perfect hair and a certain 
body type. It is important to remember that these images are not real. Show retouched images on 
PowerPoint. What impact do these pictures have? Why? 

 Explain that in some parts of the world where people do not have access to media, you get ideas about 
what is attractive from adults within the community. 

 India – Body Art using Henna is a tradition 

 Burma – Women wear brass coils around their neck which push down their shoulder, giving the illusion 
of a long neck 

 New Zealand - Maori tribe consider face tattoos to be beautiful 

 Australia – Tanned skin is considered beautiful in Australia and often people will buy products that 
make their skin darker 

Plenary:  

  As a class discuss why it important to understand that the images we are presented are not always a 
true reflection. Discuss why beauty and beautiful means to the children in the class. 

Curriculum links:  

 KS2 Science 
Curriculum 

 Making posters 

 Making information 
leaflets 

 Speeches 

External resources 
used: 

 Norbury 
Primary 
Schools FGM 
resources 
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Lesson: Learning Objective:  Ideas for further 
development/circle time  

6 To know I have the right 
to say no. 
 
Links to national 
guidance: 

- E1, E2, E3, E4, 
E5, E6, E7, E8 

 
 
 
 

Introduction: 

 Recap learning from last week’s lesson. 

 Explain to the class that it is important to know about how beauty is portrayed around the world some 
people believe that they have the right to change our bodies because it has been a tradition within 
their family and community for a very long time. There is one particular tradition called Female Genital 
Mutilation. What does FGM stand for? Break it down… 

 F = Female (girls or women) G = Genital (private parts - vagina) M= Mutilation (changing or altering) 
FGM is the changing or altering of girl’s private parts to make them look and work differently. 

 Leave a post it not on the tables. Explain to the children that if they have any questions during these 
lessons, write them on the post its and they will be answered at the end of the lesson.  

Main: 

 Explain to the class that there are many myths surrounding FGM. Hand out myths and facts cards and 
ask learners to work in groups to sort out statements according to which one’s are myths or facts. 
Clarify Myths and Facts as a class. 

 Explain that we use modern English words to describe FGM however, there are many other different 
names for FGM in different languages. Explain that regardless of the word that is used FGM is always 
illegal.  

 Ask the children who they could talk to if they were worried about keeping safe, including FGM? 
Plenary:  

 The children may have questions on their post-it notes start looking through the questions, answer 
questions as the children are working. Please be aware of children whose body language or questions 
appear unusual or different to the way they normally behave. Be vigilant and share any concerns with 
your Designated Safeguarding Lead. Use FAQ sheet to supporting the answering of different questions. 

 Remind the children the folder/box will be left in the classroom for children to leave questions. Named 
questions will be answered directly but questions without names will be answered within the class 

Some of the following may be 
used for circle time activities: 

 If I were 

 Who am I? 
 

Resources needed: 

 PowerPoint 

 Worksheet 

 Video link  
PLEASE NOTE: 
Please see footnote at 
the end of lessons in 
relation to these 
lessons. 
Please note it is 
recommended that 
these lessons are 
delivered to boys and 
girls separately.  

Curriculum links:  

 KS2 Science 
Curriculum 

 Making posters 

 Making information 
leaflets 

 Speeches 

External resources 
used: 

 Norbury 
Primary 
Schools FGM 
resources 
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Lesson: Learning Objective:  Ideas for further 
development/circle time  

7 This lesson focuses on 
2 basic first aid skills 
 

 Calling 999 

 Head injuries  
 
Links to national 
guidance: 

- L1, L2 
Further information for 
teachers delivering first 
aid lessons can be 
found here 
 
 
 
 

Introduction: 

 Explain to the class that over the next 3 lessons they will be learning basic first aid skills. These lessons 
can be taught as 3 separate lessons or can be taught over the course of ‘First Aid Days’. 

Calling 999: 

 Ask class how many of them know the number to ring in an emergency.  Make class aware that number 
is 999 OR 112 and that even if a mobile phone has no credit etc. it can still be used to make an 
emergency call. How many students in class have ever made a 999/112 call? 

 Explain how hoax calls should NEVER be made as this will mean that help may not be available 
elsewhere to somebody else. 

Main:  

 Use slide 51 to explain how hazards may be present that have caused the accident. Rushing in to help 
someone may mean injury or harm to yourself.  Looking for hazards and making the area safe is the 
first job when faced with a situation that requires you to help someone 

 Explain that if an area is too unsafe to approach then you must keep a distance, even if someone is 
injured. First aiders should immediately dial for emergency help – this is the best thing to do in this 
circumstance 

 Ask them to name things that could be a potential hazard in the classroom, try using a show of hands 
or wipe boards. Answer could include: an object falling from a height (shelves), tripping on wires/chair 
legs, sharp corners of desks/tables, liquids being spilt. 

 Using slide 52 ask students to identify and circle hazards/ danger. Students should then explain what 
the hazard is and how they could either make it safe or let the emergency services deal with it. 

 Ask students to look at slide 53. Look at numbers that you call for emergency services. Note 999 and 
112. Make students aware that then they will be asked which serviced they require. Can students fill in 
the gaps? 

 Use open questions to get students to consider that there may be a need to call for more than one 
service during one call e.g. there could be a fire that needs the fire service, also casualties that need 

Some of the following may be 
used for circle time activities: 

 NA 

Resources needed: 

 PowerPoint  

 Scenario cards  

Curriculum links:  

 NA 

https://www.sja.org.uk/get-advice/key-stage-first-aid-lesson-plans/key-stage-2-first-aid-lesson-plans/
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External resources 
used: 
 
 
St John’s ambulance  
 
 
 
 
 

ambulance and the police to manage the scene for safety. Ensure that when making the call all 
information is given and you stay on the phone and follow operator instructions 

 Place students into small groups. Explain that we use the word LIONEL to help us remember all the 
information we may need to give to the call operator. We need to give correct information for the 
emergency services to find the scene quickly and easily. This is easy to do if at home but, consider if you 
are out in woodland etc. 

 The students should understand if a house address is not available then they can also use landmarks or 
local points of reference as a guide. 999 Call handlers will assist in helping them to do this  

 Teachers should demonstrate the key steps to dealing with an emergency 

 Students can then be placed into pairs/small groups and have a turn to practise  

 Ask students to look at A26 worksheet, there are ten scenarios present. Students should be given a 
range of scenarios to work in pairs/ groups 

 Students should be aware that then they will be asked which services they require. Can they identify 
which service(s) they would request for each scenario? 

 Students should indicate what they would do in each of the scenarios, ask students if they would call 
for help/administer first aid/other? 

Plenary:  

  Ask students to look at the four emergency services on the worksheet  

 Can students name two situations that each service could be called to respond for? Write answers on 
sheet and compare 

 
Head injuries: 

 Ask the class if anyone has ever helped someone that has had an accident. Explain that this topic is 
about head injuries and that this can be a potentially serious injury. Ask why 

Main: 

 Use the slides to explain that the brain has a very important role within the human body. Explain that it 
is the control centre for the body and has many functions. It requires a lot of energy and works 
continuously.  

 Explain that the skull offers protection for the brain which is soft. Use slides to show basic anatomy and 
features of the human skull.  

 Ask students to look at the slide and the road accident scenario.   

 Use open questions to get students to consider which individuals in picture could have a head injury.  

 Discuss who is more likely to have sustained a minor/ severe head injury.  

 Students should be able to consider safety factors impacting on severity of injury. For example, the 
driver not wearing a seat belt and the cyclist wearing or not wearing a helmet.  

 Ensure that students recognise that there are possibly two impacts in the image, the car hitting the 
cyclist is first impact but when the cyclist falls to the floor there is another. 
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 Look at the signs of a mild and severe head injury.  

 Students should learn the signs of a severe head injury as this could be life threatening, also be able to 
recognise that a minor head injury could become severe. 

 Place students into pairs or small groups. They must examine the signs one by one and decide if they 
would seek help for a casualty that had that sign.  

 Ask them to think about what they have learned so far regarding mild v severe head injury and decide 
what signs they would get help for.  

 You can inform students that ALL of the signs on the slide are signs of a severe head injury and that 
help should be called for ANY of them 

 You could print out your turn sheets and give students a scenario to manage and administer first aid 
skills. Use severe and minor head injury scenarios and for S&C consider the casualties condition may 
worsen quickly. 

 As a teacher you should demonstrate the key steps to deliver first aid to a casualty that has a minor or 
a severe head injury. Use the key steps to guide your actions or alternatively let the students direct 
your actions as you follow their instructions.  

 Students then have a turn and are given a role play scenario. They are told to imagine that they are 
playing out in the park with friends. Ask them to role play several scenarios:  

 A friend falls from climbing a tree and hits their head on concrete path.  

 A friend is hit on the head with a hard cricket ball.  

 Someone hits their head on a branch as they walk past a tree.  

 Use key steps given on each your turn sheet to simulate looking after a casualty. Ensure that they 
remember to firstly make the area safe by removing any hazards to themselves or others, reassure the 
casualty and use decision making skills and rationale to decide if their casualty needs to seek medical 
attention. 

 Teacher to observe and feedback to students. As an option, the student could use peer assessment and 
score their partners. 

 In small groups, students can answer the questions about head injuries.  
Plenary:  

  Students should use check learning sheets to identify how confident and competent they feel 
managing a casualty with a head injury.  

 Use thumbs up/ down to determine level of knowledge gained in session. Children to make a list of 
what they would do in the event of an asthma attack. . Keep as evidence  
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Lesson: Learning Objective:  Ideas for further 
development/circle time  

8 This lesson focuses on 2 
basic first aid skills 
 

 Bleeding 

 Choking 
 

Links to national 
guidance: 

- L1, L2 
Further information for 
teachers delivering first 
aid lessons can be 
found here 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Introduction: 

 Explain to the class that over the next 3 lessons they will be learning basic first aid skills. These lessons 
can be taught as 3 separate lessons or can be taught over the course of ‘First Aid Days’. 

Bleeding lesson: 
Ask the class if anyone has ever helped someone that has had an accident and has been bleeding 

 Use the slide to explain how the heart pumps blood around the body. Explain that blood is made up of 
lots of different parts that all have a role. 

 Students to see if they can find the missing word on the PowerPoint slide. You can consider using wipe 
boards to see if students can guess independently or use a show of hands for answers. 

 Students need to understand that the heart pumps the blood around the body carrying vital oxygen to 
the major organs which helps to keep us alive.  

Main: 

 Ask students to look at slide 75. Look at position of the heart (centre and left of mid chest) look at how 
blood supply is pumped from the heart and around the body, also noting that the blood returns to be 
re-oxygenated from the air in our lungs. Use open questions to get students to consider the impact of 
blood loss, consider what may happen to the breathing rate if there is a reduced amount of blood due 
to a severe bleed. less blood to carry oxygen means you would feel short of breath and so breathing 
rate would increase 

 Place students into small groups. Ensure that they understand the difference between a sign and a 
symptom. The groups must then try to decide what signs and symptoms would be present if they came 
across a casualty with a severe bleed (can also compare this with a minor bleed for extension activity). 

 Ask them to think about what they have learned so far regarding anatomy and basic physiology and 
see how that would relate to a sign or symptom.  

 Explain that students should watch this video about bleeding and shock then be prepared to use 
information from the video afterwards so watch carefully. 

 There is an additional video about management of a nosebleed video that is optional to view - it is 
available on slide 79. 

 In small groups, students can answer the questions on slide 80 about how it would feel and what they 
think they could do to help someone. 

Some of the following may be 
used for circle time activities: 

 NA 

Resources needed: 

 PowerPoint  

Curriculum links:  

 NA 

https://www.sja.org.uk/get-advice/key-stage-first-aid-lesson-plans/key-stage-2-first-aid-lesson-plans/
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External resources 
used: 
 
St John’s ambulance  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 This can be revisited for role play later and answers checked. Consider adding information to a 
previous list made earlier in session to see what they can now add to previous existing knowledge.   

 Students should learn what shock is and how it may be caused. Explain that a lack of oxygen can cause 
damage to the major organs within the body.   

 Emphasise the signs and symptoms of shock and that this list is not exclusive of others. Students 
should be able to notice the signs and symptoms of shock and understand how they should respond. 

 You could print out your turn sheets and give students a scenario to manage and administer first aid 
skills. Use severe and minor bleed scenarios and for  

 As a teacher you should demonstrate the key steps to deliver first aid to a casualty that is bleeding. Use 
the key steps to guide your actions or alternatively let the students direct your actions as you follow 
their instructions.  

 Students then have a turn and are given a role play scenario. They are told to imagine that they are 
playing out in the street with a friend. Ask them to pretend that the friend falls over and cuts their 
arm/leg on a sharp object.  

 Use key steps to simulate looking after a casualty. Ensure that they remember to firstly make the area 
safe by removing any hazards to themselves or others, reassure the casualty and use decision making 
skills and rationale to decide if their casualty needs to seek medical attention. 

Plenary:  

  Teacher to observe and feedback to students. As an option the student could use peer assessment and 
score their partners. 

 Children to make a list of what they would do in the event of bleeding. Keep as evidence  
 
 
 
Choking lesson: 

 Ask students to comment on the pictures on slide. Use open Q and A to prompt discussion. Use 
sentence starters e.g. How, why, where, when, who? Facilitate a general conversation around topic to 
assess prior topic knowledge.  

Main: 

 Explain the importance of keeping yourself and others safe, preventing choking is just as important as 
knowing how to deal with an accident 

 Looking at the slide, can students name 3 things that people from various age categories are likely to 
choke on? Class can be split to work individually or in pairs to give feedback.  

 Teacher to gather answers and class to spot opportunities to categorise. 

 Students should be able to conclude that toddlers are highly likely to put things in their mouth as this is 
how they explore items and they do not have any sense of the dangers. Discussion around difference in 
anatomy (babies airways are smaller, and they have shorter necks etc.) 
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 Children of KS2 age are likely to choke because of large mouthfuls of food and not chewing properly or 
eating hastily, possibly walking/running with food in mouth. 

 Adults and especially the elderly may choke for reasons such as dentures, poor swallowing reflex, 
rushing, talking whilst eating 

 The teacher should explain that when we breathe in (inhale) air passes through our nose and mouth, 
down into our windpipe (the trachea) then into our lungs (the airways). When we breathe out (exhale) 
the process is reversed.  

 When we eat, we put food into our mouth where it is chewed up and then swallowed into the food 
pipe (the gullet or oesophagus) then down into the tummy (stomach). 

 There are two tubes which begin deep in the lower part of the throat (they share the upper part) - one 
(the trachea) goes to the lungs and the other one (the oesophagus) goes to the stomach. There is an 
important little flap (epiglottis) which helps to protect the trachea from food entering it and blocking it 
or further down the airway. When a person chokes something, usually food, blocks the airway 
preventing air from passing in or out of the lungs (an obstructed airway). 

 Students must consider what the signs of choking may be and how they would feel if they had 
symptoms of choking. Possible answers are on slide 8 for students to compare and check responses. 

 Teacher and students to watch a short instructional video on choking and the management of a 
choking casualty 

 As a teacher you should be able to demonstrate the key steps to deliver first aid to a casualty that is 
choking.  

 Students then have a turn and use key steps to simulate looking after a choking casualty. Ensure that 
they remember to reassure the casualty and use decision making skills and rationale to decide if their 
casualty needs to seek medical attention. Teacher should observe and feedback to students. As an 
option, the student could use peer assessment and score their partners.  

 Students can then attempt the recap quiz to verify their understanding. This can be done on wipe 
boards, show of hands etc. 

Plenary:  
 

  Teacher to observe and feedback to students. As an option the student could use peer assessment and 
score their partners. 

 Children to make a list of what they would do in the event of someone choking. Keep as evidence  
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Lesson: Learning Objective:  Ideas for further 
development/circle time  

9 This lesson focuses on 2 
basic first aid skills 
 

 Bites and stings  

 asthma 
 
Links to national 
guidance: 

- L1, L2 
Further information for 
teachers delivering first 
aid lessons can be 
found here 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Introduction: 

 Explain to the class that over the next 3 lessons they will be learning basic first aid skills. These lessons 
can be taught as 3 separate lessons or can be taught over the course of ‘First Aid Days’. 

Bites and stings lesson: 
Ask the class how many of the class have previously been bitten or stung?  

 Use the PowerPoint to outline information relating to bites and stings. Emphasis on the fact that a 
serious allergic reaction to a bite or sting can be life threatening. Explain that if swelling occurs in the 
airway then it is difficult to breathe, and a casualty may not be able to get air (oxygen) into their body 

Main: 

 Ask students to think of 5 things that could cause a bite or sting injury. Use worksheet to collate 
answers and ask open questions to get students to consider the impact of the bite and sting, ask for 
descriptions regarding what would the wound could look like e.g. would it be large or deep? Would 
there be minor or severe bleeding? 

 How would bites differ depending on origin of bite. What would the casualty feel?  Use images on the 
screen to support the discussion. 

 Looking at the slide, have an open discussion on what safety measures could be put in place to reduce 
risk of harm to themselves or others e.g. making sure that a dog is secured, do not touch beehives or 
nests. 

 Explain that a bite or sting can cause some further complications sometimes. Explain that infections 
can occur because of a bite/sting and a tetanus injection may be required (consider rabies injection 
also) for puncture wounds of skin. Allergic reactions can be severe and life threatening (anaphylaxis) 
and a casualty should be monitored in case they show signs of a reaction. 

 Signs and symptoms of an allergic reaction can be swelling, redness, feeling faint, nausea, stomach 
pains, wheezing and difficulty breathing. 

 Use slides and consider printing your turn sheets as a handout, this will support the demonstration and 
skills needed for dealing with an animal/human bite and an insect bite/sting. 

 Students then have a turn and use key steps to simulate looking after a casualty. Ensure that they 
remember to reassure the casualty and use decision making skills and rationale to decide if their 
casualty needs to seek medical attention.  

Plenary:  

Some of the following may be 
used for circle time activities: 

 NA 

Resources needed: 

 PowerPoint  

Curriculum links:  

 NA 

https://www.sja.org.uk/get-advice/key-stage-first-aid-lesson-plans/key-stage-2-first-aid-lesson-plans/
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External resources 
used: 
 
St John’s ambulance  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Teacher to observe and feedback to students. As an option the student could use peer assessment and 
score their partners. 

 Children to make a list of what they would do in the event of a bite or a sting. Keep as evidence  
 
 
 
Asthma lesson: 

 Ask how many of the class have or know somebody who has asthma.  
Main: 

 Use the slide to explain inhalation and how asthma causes airways to narrow. Students can guess the 
missing words on the pp slide. You can consider using wipe boards to see if students can independently 
guess the answer or use a show of hands.  

 Ask students to look at the slide. Look at the comparison between a normal airway and an asthma 
airway. Discuss how air enters body and how it travels to the lungs to give our bodies oxygen.   

 Use open questions to get students to consider the impact of narrow airways, consider what breathing 
may sound and feel like if the airways were narrow. 

 Place students into small groups. Ensure that they understand the difference between a sign and a 
symptom. The groups must then try to decide what signs and symptoms there would be if they came 
across a casualty having an asthma attack.  

 You can use paper or wipe boards etc. to get students to state what they think the signs and symptoms 
of an asthma attack would be. Can you group these into categories? 

 Ask them to think about what they have learned so far regarding anatomy and see how that would 
relate to a sign or symptom 

 Explain that students should watch this video about asthma and be prepared to use information from 
the video afterwards, so they should watch carefully. Students should form small groups to answer and 
discuss questions on A9. Explain that there are factors that may trigger an asthma attack, see if 
students can identify any triggers and use sheet A9a to generate a score 

 As a teacher you should demonstrate the key steps to deliver first aid to a casualty that is having an 
asthma attack. Use the key steps to guide your actions, you may want to print the your turn sheet as a 
handout. 

 Students then have a turn and are given a role play scenario. They are told to imagine that they are 
playing out in the street with a friend. Ask them to pretend that the friend becomes wheezy and short 
of breath whilst they are playing.  

 You can alter the scenario to include a variety of triggers e.g. a friend visits your house and you have 
cats. See if students can identify and remove trigger. 

 Use the steps to simulate looking after a casualty. Ensure that they remember to reassure the casualty 
and use decision making skills and rationale to decide if their casualty needs to seek medical attention.  
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Plenary:  

  Teacher to observe and feedback to students. As an option the student could use peer assessment and 
score their partners. 

 Children to make a list of what they would do in the event of an asthma attack. Keep as evidence  
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10 To explore friendships 
 
 
 
Links to national 
guidance: 

- C4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Introduction: 

 Display the Bus stop cartoon on PP. Introduce the scenario, explaining where the conversation is set 
and that the characters are about their age too. Read the comments in the speech bubbles aloud, then 
ask the pupils to consider what the other characters might think or say. 

 Speech bubble 1: “When you go to secondary school you have to make new friends – you lose your old 
ones.” Speech bubble 2: “Yeah, and making new friends is always really difficult.” 

 Leave the other speech bubbles blank. Give each pupil their own copy of the Bus stop cartoon. Ask 
them to add their ideas to the speech and thought bubbles, in order to explain and demonstrate how 
the other characters might respond. Pupils could also draw themselves in the cartoon if they wish to, 
adding their own thoughts and ideas, or they could consider the truth of the statements in the first two 
speech bubbles. 

 Collect these in and keep them. Pupils will return to them at the end of the lesson as a way of 
measuring their progress. Keep as assessment 

 Explain that today the class will think about friendships and how they develop and change through our 
lives, especially when moving to secondary school. 

Main: 

 Ask pupils why and when friendships – even the closest friendships – might start to change. Examples 
might include things like: when someone moves away; when another person comes into the group; if 
there’s an argument.  

 After gathering some ideas, split to class into groups and give each the Case histories resource to read. 
Groups could look at one different case history each, or all of them – whichever is most appropriate. 
For each case history ask them to discuss: 

• What might cause or has caused the friendship to change? 
• How might the friendship change? 
• Can the friends involved stay friends? 

Some of the following may be 
used for circle time activities: 

 Titanic 

 I felt lonely when  

Resources needed: 

 PowerPoint 

 Group work 
sheet 

 Benefit sheet 
 

Curriculum links:  

 Stories about 
transition or 
friendship   

Lesson: Learning Objective:  Ideas for further 
development/circle time  
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External resources 
used: 
 
NSPCC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• What can the friends involved do to stay friends (if they want to)? 

 Ask groups to feedback responses to the class. 

 In small groups, ask pupils to look at the ‘New friendships: benefit or challenge?’ cards. For each one, 
ask them to give a benefit of the friendship change, and a challenge to it. It may be that they can’t 
think of a benefit or a challenge for some of the scenarios, which is fine. 

 Discuss the groups’ ideas as a class. Some groups may have thought of different benefits and 
challenges. Discuss why some people might see benefits and challenges differently. Has anyone 
changed their mind as a result of the discussion? 

 Put pupils into small groups or pairs. Ask the pupils to go around the group, with each person 
suggesting one thing that can help someone make a new friend. For example: smile, say hi, ask 
someone’s name. When everyone has gone around once, ask groups to join with one other group and 
share their ideas. Next ask these larger groups to share with the whole class, and together you can 
create a definitive class list. Record suggestions. Discuss how the things on the list help people form 
friendships, then display the list where everyone can see it. Keep as evidence  

 
Plenary:  

 Return the pupils’ baseline activity – Bus stop cartoon. Ask the pupils to add any additional thoughts, 
ideas or comments. They could do this in a different colour or you could give pupils an new clean copy 
of the cartoon. Either way will help you assess whether pupils have understood the key messages 
about friendships during the transition to secondary school. 

 To finish the lesson, go around the class and ask each pupil to think of one good thing which a 
friendship – new or old – can offer. 
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Lesson: Learning Objective:  Ideas for further 
development/circle time  
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11 To explore online 
friendships 
 
 
 
Links to national 
guidance: 

- C3, C4, C5, D1, 
D2, D3, D4 

 
 
 
 
 

Introduction: 

 Ask pupils to consider the question: How can people keep online relationships positive and safe? 
Individual pupils should jot their ideas on to post-it notes. Each idea should have a separate post-it. 

 Pupils then work together to group the post-it notes into different themes, noticing the similar things 
they have thought about. 

 This should then be discussed as a class. It is useful to cover themes such as gaming, using respected 
sites, using sites aimed at young people, getting parents to check safety, and using forums with 
common interests. 

 Explain that today the class will be thinking about ways to maintain safe, healthy online relationships, 
as well as the differences between online and offline relationships. 

 It is important to stress that not everybody communicates with other people online. While some 
children do, many others do not. So try to avoid implying that they should make friends online or that 
this is the norm. 

Main: 

 Organise the pupils into small groups of about four. Give out the Friendship Online cards. Ask the 
pupils to read the cards and sort them into three piles: agree, disagree, and not sure. 

 When groups have finished, guide a class discussion. You can use the questions below as prompts: 
• How did you decide where to place the cards? 
• Did everyone agree where to place the cards? 
• If not, why were there some disagreements? 
• Was there anything on the cards which was especially positive or negative about managing 

relationships online? 

 Remind the pupils of the previous lesson about making new friends. Then explain that they are going to 
read a story about someone who makes a new friend online. 

 Working in pairs or small groups, give pairs of pupils a copy of Jaz’s story. Ask them to read it, and 
answer these questions: 

o Is Jaz’s online relationship healthy and safe? 
o What clues are there to help you decide? (you could mark these with a highlighter pen) 
o What advice would you give Jaz at the end of the story? 

Some of the following may be 
used for circle time activities: 

 Faces 

 Listening 

 Chinese whispers  
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Resources needed: 

 PowerPoint 

 Story 

 Story board 

 Group work  

 Bring the pupils back together as a class. Ask them to suggest what to do if a friend is thinking about 
doing something online that would cause harm or upset. What would they do if they were Jaz’s 
friend? 

 You may wish to recap the SMART rules from previous lessons: Safe, Meeting, Accepting, Reliable, Tell 
(for an explanation of each see childnet.com/resources/be-smart-on-the internet). 

 Show SMART rules on PP as a reminder for the next activity 

 Explain to pupils that they are going to think about scenarios where communication between friends 
has gone wrong or broken down. Mention that it’s not uncommon for friends have a problem, but that 
a lack of communication can make the problem become worse, especially online. 

 Organise the pupils into groups and give out a copy of one or more of the Friendship issues 
storyboards. These are best copied onto A3 paper to allow pupils the space to respond. Ask the pupils 
to read the storyboard and to discuss these questions: 

 1. What has caused the issue? 

 2. What made the issue worse? 

 3. How are the characters feeling? 

 4. What could have stopped the issue arising in the first place? 

 5. What would help solve the issue? What would make it worse? 

 Ask the pupils to record in the final box how the issue could be most suitably resolved. Ask groups to 
share different responses to the storyboards and discuss the different resolutions, including which 
might be most effective.  

Plenary:  

 Ask the pupils to go back to their baseline activity and review the post-it notes they wrote earlier in the 
lesson: 

 How can people keep relationships positive and safe online? Ask them to add any further ideas with 
different colour post-it notes. This will help you and the pupils see the lesson’s learning clearly. Keep as 
evidence 

 Ask pupils to write a top tips list for someone their age, for keeping relationships healthy and safe 
online. As a way in, give them some sentence starters: Keep as evidence 

o Five good ways to keep positive relationships, including online are… 
o Three things which show that an online relationship is safe, positive and healthy are… 
o Three things which you can do if you don’t think an online relationship is safe, positive, or 

healthy are… 
o Three places you can go to for help are… 

Curriculum links:  

 Story writing about 
friendship and 
transition.  

External resources 
used: 
 
NSPCC 
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Lesson: Learning Objective:  Ideas for further 
development/circle time  

12 To recap what a good 
friend is. 
 
Links to national 
guidance: 

- C3, C4, C5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Introduction: 

 Recap learning from last week with the class. What were our non-negotiables? Why? 

 Recap the qualities that are important to them in a friendship. 

 Explain that it is important to remember these qualities as they move to high school and meet lots of 
new people. Explain that it is important to remember the qualities they value and to keep these in 
mind when choosing friends. Explain that it can often be overwhelming with so many new people and 
can seem very difficult to make new friends but there are ways and strategies that can help. 

Main: 

 Ask the children to think about what makes it difficult to make new friends. Take feedback from the 
class these could include: 

- Being shy 
- Being nervous 
- Feeling like you don’t fit in 
- Your friends make new friends but you don’t feel the same 
- Feeling like you don’t belong 
- Being scared of rejection 

 Ask the children to think about the reasons provided and how they could overcome these difficulties 
e.g. 

- Having a positive attitude 
- Remembering the qualities you want in a friend 
- Showing your great qualities 
- Joining clubs and teams 
- Overcoming fear 
- Developing a sense of belonging 
- Finding people with similar interests 

 Ask the children to think back to when they started primary school – they all had to make new friends 
then. Explain that making friends in high school is not a new skill but something they have already 
done. Ask the children to think about the advice they would give to someone starting school or moving 
to a new school about making friends. 

 Split the children into groups and hand each group a worksheet. Explain to the class that in their 
groups they must write their advice down. (see example on PP) Keep as evidence 

Plenary:  

 As a class come back together to share the advice they wrote .ask the children to think about why 
they wrote this advice and why it is important. After end assembly discuss content of assembly in 
class. 

Some of the following may be 
used for circle time activities: 

 Moving on 

 Parachute games  

Resources needed: 

 PowerPoint 

 Initial 
assessment 
from lesson 1 

 Worksheet   
 

Curriculum links:  

 Stories linked to 
friendship 

External resources 
used: 
 
NA 
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  What have you learned about being a good friend? What is a good friend? How can you be a good 
friend? Who would you talk to if you were worried about a friendship? Hand out initial assessment 
sheet from lesson 1. Recap making friends in high school. Ask the children to read back over what they 
wrote and add any edits or changes in a different colour 

 Did you add anything? Why do you think this is? Did anything stay the same? Why do you think this 
is? Is your description different to others? Why do you think this is? 

 Keep as end assessment evidence 
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Lesson 5 & 6: 

Lesson 5 & 6 are based on FGM. We strongly advise schools to work with parents and staff before delivering these lessons to ensure that everyone is confident with the lesson delivery. In 

resource pack a top tips for teachers for these lessons is available. There is also a letter that can be sent to parents prior to delivering these lessons. These lessons are not statutory, and 

parents can withdraw their children form lesson 5 and 6 if they so wish.  

If your school decides they are not ready to deliver these sensitive lessons yet, please use alternative lesson in resource pack for Year 6.  
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Lesson: Learning Objective:  Ideas for further 
development/circle time  

5 To know the types of 
difficulties people with 
dementia may 
experience 
 
 
 
 

Introduction: 

 What do you remember about dementia and memory from Year 5? 

 Explain to the class that we will begin by doing an everyday task in a different way. Ask learners to 
complete one or more of the activities below: Tie their shoe laces with a blindfold on, draw a house on 
a piece of paper from its reflection in a mirror, close their eyes and write a sentence, write their name 
with the hand they do not usually write with. 

 What did you find difficult about this task? Why was this activity more difficult than doing it 
normally? Why is the brain getting confused? How can you use these activities to explain how 
someone with dementia might feel? 

Main: 

 Ask the class to suggest ways in which someone with dementia might struggle to do the following and 
then discuss their ideas: Get dressed, have a shower, get the bus, food shopping, talk to other people, 
get money out of the bank, make a phone call. 

 Why might someone with dementia struggle to complete everyday tasks? How would you feel if you 
struggled to do these tasks? 

 As a class watch the Video: ‘Small changes help make a dementia-friendly community’ 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fz8ACEu7Lho   

 Before watching the video explain to the class what empathy means: 

 Empathy is the ability to understand and share the feelings of another person. 

 Ask the class: Can you see how this is different from sympathy? 

 Sympathy is feelings of pity and sorrow for someone else’s misfortune. 

 As the class watches the video, ask learners to think about how they would feel if they were in this 
position – to be empathetic to the person with dementia. 

 If you had dementia, how might you feel? (Empathy skills) How did the members of the public 
treat/act towards someone with dementia which made the person feel more confused and upset? 
Why do you think this is the case? How did some members of the public help the person with 
dementia? Do you think members of the general public are willing to help others?  Do people know 
enough about dementia in order to help others in the community? 

Plenary:  

 Remind the class: living with dementia can be frightening and lonely. However, with the right support 
and understanding, people with dementia can live well. 

 Do you think people in society know enough about dementia? 

 How can you help to educate others in school on dementia? 

 How can you help others (for example: your family) understand dementia better? 

Some of the following may be 
used for circle time activities: 

  If I were 
Who am I? 

Resources needed: 
 

 PowerPoint 

Curriculum links:  

 Making posters 

 Making information 
leaflets 

 Speeches 

External resources 
used: 
 

 Alzheimer's 
society 
resources for 
young people 

 
 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fz8ACEu7Lho
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Lesson: Learning Objective:  Ideas for further 
development/circle time  

6 To explore ways in 
which communities can 
support people 
living with dementia 
 
 
 
 

Introduction: 

 Recap learning from last week’s lesson. What is dementia? How does it affect people? What 
difficulties does it create? Explain to the class that today we will be continuing our work on dementia. 
 

Main: 

 Before starting the main activity it is important to ensure that learners understand that their personal 
safety is what matters most. Remind the class on ways they can keep themselves safe and to avoid 
placing themselves in a situation that involves risk. The best way to help an adult they do not know is to 
involve the support of a responsible adult that they do know. 

 For this role play explain to the class that should this scenario happen, the response made should be 
alongside that of an adult. Set up the role play so that either learners play the role of an adult reacting 
to the scenario or the role play includes pairs reacting to the scenario (one child and their parent).  

 Divide the class into small groups give each group a scenario and ask them to prepare a role play.  

 The groups will have to act out their scenario to the rest of the class. Ask each group to end on a 
freeze-frame and to establish the following: 

 How did the person receive help? 

 Tap the characters on the shoulder and ask them to speak aloud to explain how they are feeling at this 
point. 

 Feedback on role plays as a class. 

 Divide the class into small groups and hand out the true or false statements. Ask learners to cut up the 
statements, read through them and decide whether they think that the statements are true or false. 

 Then, as a class go through the statements and focus the discussion on any misconceptions they have 
related to these statements and then explore the following ideas: It’s best not to talk about dementia 
It’s depressing and makes people uncomfortable. 

 What does the class think? What are the advantages of talking about sensitive topics such as 
dementia? 

 
Plenary:  

  Ask learners what they could do as a class/school to raise awareness of dementia. Select the ideas that 
would work well for your school and hold a class vote for the one they think can be achieved. The 
winning idea can be suggested to the School Council or Head teacher. 

Some of the following may be 
used for circle time activities: 

  If I were 
Who am I? 

Resources needed: 
 

 PowerPoint 

 Role play cards 

Curriculum links:  

 Making posters 

 Making information 
leaflets 

 Speeches 

External resources 
used: 

 Alzheimer's 
society 
resources for 
young people 

 
 
 
 
 

 


